S Y L L A B U S: Phil 333: Social Philosophy
Spring, 2015      3 credits     MWF: 2:00-2:50 pm         Old Main #354

texts: Hegel: *The Essential Writings* (F. G. Weiss, ed.)
       Marx: *Selected Writings in Sociology & Social Philosophy* (T. B.
paper: "The Hegelian and Marxist perspective on X [an historical event]," a five-
       page English-style essay, due 8 April.
tests: two essay-type; one at the mid-term, one at semester's end

Introductory Lecture(s)
Hegel: Life
       View of philosophy
       Introduction to the *Phenomenology*
       Master/Slave dialectic
       Hegel's Sociology in the *Philosophy of Right*
       Analysis of the French Revolution
Marx: Life
       Conception of history
       Existence and consciousness
       Social relations and economic structure
       Property and production
       Capitalism
       Alienation
       State and revolution
       Future society

(Grade will be based on the essay-type tests and the English-style essay. Fr.
George may be reached on campus at #4416 or through switchboard.)